In two recent papers I have presented a gauge-invariant regularization of the Weyl determinant using wavelets [1] . In that work cutoff gauge-invariant expressions were obtained, but the task of letting the cutoff go to infinity was left open. The expressions were also unwieldy and not computationally effective. The present paper assumes no knowledge of this previous work! The wavelet constructions may be viewed as only motivating the search for gauge-invariant theories such as here presented.
The theory of the current paper is rather similar to the abelian Wess-Zumino model (the abelian effective gauge theory with a Wess-Zumino counter term) [2] , though the development is along slightly different lines. It may be viewed as a "minimal" modification of this Wess-Zumino model making that theory renormalizable. One arrives at a new mechanism to construct theories that were once rejected as possessing anomalies.
We expect many applications of the present construction. (Nothing here, of course, prevents the π 0 from decaying into two photons, the π 0 field given by the same operator as always.)
We first consider the computation of the Weyl determinant for a chiral fermion in a classical (unquantized) gauge field. The gauge group is arbitrary, may be abelian or nonabelian, irreducible or reducible. The representation is also arbitrary, need not satisfy the no-anomaly condition! But we assume only abelian anomalies. We impose the following conditions on the gauge fields:
1) The A µ (x) are "small". So that we are in the perturbative regime.
2) The A µ (x) are zero at infinity. So that there are no infrared difficulties.
We will construct an expression for the Weyl determinant det W that satisfies the following three properties:
P1) The determinant is Lorentz invariant. (Alternatively, one could perform a Euclidean construction.)
P2) The determinant is gauge-invariant (under gauge transformations that are the identity near infinity).
P3) The expansion for ℓn(det W ) differs from the "usual expansion" by "added terms" that all vanish for the gauge field in the Lorentz gauge.
P4) The expansion for ℓn(det W ) is a "regularization" of the usual perturbation expansion. (This is clarified below.)
P5) The "added terms" occur only for degree n ≤ 4, i.e. associated to the "divergent" triangle and box diagrams.
Properties relating to quantization of the gauge field will be discussed later.
We consider the expansion of ℓn(det W ) in powers of the field (as mentioned above we work in the perturbative regime)
Summation over group indices, a i , and vector indices, µ i , is assumed. The f n are actually distributions. Perturbation theory yields finite expressions for f n if n > 4. Perturbation theory yields finite expressions for all the f n for values of the x i that are distinct (noncoincident arguments). A "regularization" of T n is a choice of an f n , defined for all values of its arguments, that agrees with the perturbation theory result for distinct arguments.
This is the general definition of a "regularization", but many physicists work with more restrictive definitions (using only certain operations on the Feynman integrals invovled).
We use the general definition above. Our "regularization" will differ from the "usual regularization" only for n ≤ 4.
We abbreviate (2) as
We use T n , f n to denote "our theory" andT n ,f n to denote the "usual theory". These will differ by the "added terms" we have put in our Action. We also write
The d n or D n are the "added terms". So d n = 0 for n > 4.
Since f n andf n are both "regularizations" of the same perturbation expression, d n will be zero if all its arguments are distinct (there must be coincident arguments for d n to be nonzero).
The "usual regularization" for the singlet chiral anomaly situation is as derived by
Adler, Bell, and Jackiw in [3] . (The "usual regularization" in general is as given by Bardeen [4] .) We will define our theory by finding the correct added terms, d n , to add to the usual regularizations. (The work of [1] shows that it is possible to arrive at such gauge-invariant theories directly, rather than by "correcting" the usual approach, as is the route here followed.)
We first define our gauge-invariant regularization for the abelian gauge group case.
We need only deal with the famous AVV and AAA triangle graphs first treated in [3] , and now analyzed in many quantum field theory textbooks. It is sufficient to explain the AVV terms. The usual regularization of the AVV diagram contributes tof 3 a term
with
We define a corresponding "added term" in d 3 to be
D is as usual We view the D propagator in (8) as associated to a "ghost particle", somewhat analogous to the Fadeev-Popov ghosts. With quantization of the gauge field we would desire that these ghost particles do not contribute in intermediate states of the unitarity relationship (as with the F-P ghosts).
We now state the sixth property we assert.
P6) The "ghost particles" defined present in the "added terms" do not contribute as The usual singlet chiral anomaly may be similarly analyzed to the preceding discussion (there will be "added terms" both in d 3 and d 4 ).
The abelian W-Z model studied by Preskill in [2] has added terms in the Lagrangian
with φ an introduced scalar field. Our added term in the action (whose kernel is given in (8) may be written as
It is easily seen that integrating out the field φ in (9) gives rise to the terms (10), as well as other terms that lead to the non-renormalizability of this W-Z model. We are keeping a renormalizable part of the W-Z model.
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Contrary to the claims of an earlier version of this paper, the situation in the case of a nonabelian anomaly remains unclear. We do not know if a similar mechanism to that employed herein on abelian anomalies can be extended to nonabelian anomalies, but we remain hopeful it can, and are working on this problem.
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